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Soft Skills for 

Success



Odd one out?



What was my 

dream job?

I can only answer 

“Yes” or “No”.



Since 1986…  

…online retail sales in the UK have grown to 

15.6% of total retail sales.

… face-to-face market research has dropped 

from 82% to 54% of all market research.

…the top 60 car brands in the world have fallen 

under the control of just 14 different companies.

…it has become possible to print real pizza 

using 3D printing technology.

Source: www.businessinsider.com
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English is likely to continue as the world’s number 

1 language.

2 billion speakers of English globally. 

Less than 400 million are first language users. 

People will still need to communicate for business 

(and pleasure).

Most communication in business today is 

between second language users.

People will still need to communicate across 

cultures.

We need to prepare our current day 

learners for a successful future.
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The 21st Century Adult Classroom

Approaches

Activities

Materials

Integrating ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ skills in 

communication 



•entertainment

•giving and finding out information

•sharing opinions

•solving problems

•survival

•making and maintaining relationships

Communication…



Communication…

What are we aiming for?

Every lesson concludes with an 

interactive communication 

activity comprising a GSE 

descriptor.

Goal: describe a job

Grammar: relative clauses

Vocabulary: job skills



Soft Skills, Grammar 
and Vocabulary



Right! Listen! ‘Do you 

understand?’Clauses beginning with

question words (e.g. who,
which, where) are often used

to identify people and things.
Clauses used like this are

called relative clauses. They can
also be called adjective clauses. Here

are some examples: ‘James, who is
my neighbour, is a well-known painter.’ (Here

the relative clause ‘who is my neighbour’ gives
more information about the noun James.) ‘This is

the house that my grandfather built.’ (Here the
relative clause ‘that my grandfather built’ gives more

information about the noun house.) When words like who,
which and that are used to introduce relative clauses, they are

often called relative pronouns. Relative pronouns can be the
subjects of verbs in relative clauses. Note that ’who’ is used to refer to people

and ’which’ is used to refer to things. ’That’ can be used to refer to both people

and things. ‘Who is that beautiful woman who sits next to James?’ (NOT ‘Who is that

beautiful woman which sits next to James?’) ‘The people that live next door aren’t very



There’s another way…

Bye bye!



21st Century 
Grammar

A Relevant Context



A Relevant Context

Goal: describe a job

Grammar: relative clauses

Vocabulary: job skills



21st Century 
Grammar

A Relevant Context

Student Involvement



Grammar 

Step–by–step:

Inductive 

Approach

Tell me and I forget

Teach me and I may remember

Involve me  and I learn 



Common Coursebook Controlled Practice Activities

Complete the sentences

Put words in order 

Transform sentences (eg active to passive)

Form opposites / negatives

Fill the Gaps…



Exercise 2,231
Complete the questions with the correct form of make
or do.

1) How much money does a waitress ______?
2) Could you ______ the washing today?
3) Did Tom’s new business ______ a profit last year?
4) Has Dick ______ the washing up?
5) Were you ______ your homework when I called?
6) Why did Harry ______ a complaint?

Meaningless



Common Coursebook Controlled Practice Activities

Complete the sentences

Put words in order 

Transform sentences (eg active to passive)

Form opposites / negatives

Fill the Gaps

Less Common Coursebook Controlled Practice 

Activities

Creativity

Personalisation

Interactivity



Meaningful



Games in the 

classroom?

Provide natural 

opportunities for 

repetition of language

Develop strategy / critical 

thinking skills

Can be motivating

Can contribute to the 

linguistic aims of the 

lesson



1. I’ve visited 68 countries.

2. I’ve been offered guinea pig to eat (whole) in 

Peru.

3. I’ve travelled on the flight deck of a Boeing 767.

4. I’ve had my own show on Polish local radio.

5. I’ve owned a Rolls Royce car.

4 True; 1 False



Soft Skills and  
Communication



Icebreakers…

How’s things?

Fine thanks.

Nice weather.

Yes, very nice.

Have you had your 

lunch?

I’ve eaten already.



Why Indirectness?

Clarity and Directness = Good

Ambiguity and Indirectness = Bad

Clarity and Directness = Not always good

Ambiguity and indirectness can make 

people more likeable



The “Bulge”

Wolfson, Nessa. The Bulge: A theory of speech behavior and social distance,                                                  
Penn Working Papers in Educational Linguistics, v2 n1 p55-83

Intimates

Indirectness

Strangers



Use of functional language and 

pragmatics: Saying the right 

thing to the right person at the 

right time in the right way.

A VITAL soft skill…



Functions: 

Language to get 

things done

praising

expressing 

opinions

inviting

requesting



Old coursebooks don’t always 

reflect what people really say

Gives students pieces 

of REAL English

Focus on REAL 

communicative 

outcomes

Teaching Natural Functional Language

Good things and bad things…



\

The way it was…



English as it’s really used…

This?

Awesome!

Cheers!

It’s raining cats and 

dogs.

Oh dear!

Hello / Hi / Hey / Good 

morning…

It’s trending / It’s gone 

viral.

Coffee with milk 

…or this?

How amazing!

Cheerio!

It’s throwing it down / It’s 

pouring down

What a pain!

How do you do?

It’s become popular.

Caffè Latte



Old coursebooks don’t always 

reflect what people really say

Can be difficult to source 

material that contains up to date 

natural language

Gives students pieces 

of REAL English

Focus on REAL 

communicative 

outcomes

Teaching Natural Functional Language

Good things and bad things…



\

What are we more 

likely to say?



\

Activating 

functional language

From reception to 

production



\

Activating 

functional language

From reception to 

production

Recognition



\

Activating 

functional language

From reception to 

production

Distiniguishing
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Activating 

functional language

From reception to 

production

Controlled Practice



\

Activating 

functional language

From reception to 

production

Production



\

Rob’s true story



How did I do?
Soft Skills and Learner 

Awareness
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Teaching and learning are not always the 

same thing…



\

Goal: describe a job

Grammar: relative clauses

Vocabulary: job skills

Linking goals with achievements



The Materials



\
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NEW 8 level General English Adult Course A1-C1 
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The need for flexibility

I have as many 

hours as I want

My students 

don’t need 

writing skills

My students 

only have 2 

hours a week
My students 

need extra 

reading skills

Teacher comments…



Fast Track Route Extended Route

The need for 

flexibility



Books:

Only part of the story…
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Everything in one place:

The Pearson English 

Portal



90 photocopiables per level!
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Everything in one place:

The Pearson English 

Portal



Mobile Practice App

Extra grammar and 

vocabulary practice 

anytime anywhere
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Everything in one place:

The Pearson English 

Portal



Video Worksheets Video Scripts



\

Language Skills, Hard Skills, 

Soft Skills:

Vital ingredients for a 

smoothly functioning 

workplace…





www.pearson.ch

robdeantraining@gmail.com

Thank You


